
“The single most important 

implication of best execution is 

the realization that the risk 

manager or treasury professional 

is the party responsible for 

insuring its mandates are met. 

Best execution cannot be off-

loaded to a third party. And just 

because you employ a TCA 

provider, it does not mean that 

you have ‘checked the box’ in a 

regulatory or compliance 

context.” Says James Singleton, 

chairman and chief executive of 

Cürex Group.

“Market participants need to 
perform a pre-trade market 
check which is meaningful – not 
merely observe an undefined 
rate on a screen. 
They must evaluate trading 
alternatives, including new 
market entrants.
And they must perform post 

trade analysis to determine 

whether a process of best 

execution is being followed,” he 

adds. 

First, always execute 

anonymously. Second, execute 

in liquidity pools that have no 

last look. Just using an 

algorithm does not guarantee 

low impact. The type of algo

and the venue where the algo

executes the trade matters as 

well,” he says.

The responsibility falls 

squarely on the shoulders of 

that market participant, and it 

is unlikely that some regulator, 

in the context of this policy 

statement, is going to second-

guess the contents and 

preferences of the market 

participant as long as policy is 

in place and followed.”

Market Impact

Cürex’s Singleton says 

understanding market impact is 

critical when evaluating trading 

style and that for the buy side, 

minimizing market impact 

absolutely lowers their real 

economic cost of execution. 

“How can trading customers 

lower their market impact?

Best Execution Policy

“This document should be 

reviewed annually to insure that 

practice matches policy,” says 

Cürex’s Singleton. “The annual 

review might also identify 

changes that should be made to 

the policy. Best execution has to 

be owned by the market 

participant. 

“The single most important implication of best execution is the 

realization that the risk manager or treasury professional is the 

party responsible for insuring its mandates are met.”
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